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Ad on my Facebook Profile

     I’ve written a couple of posts about the nature of Facebook over the past few
months, but have attempted to not get so hung up on the subject.  I’ve had a
wonderful experience catching up with so many people who I’ve met over the
course of a lifetime, and that’s the beauty of FB. Twitter and FB are like the

global positioning system of the human experience. Granted, they’ll be gone with a year, or so. I
don’t look forward to being the ghost haunting the social networking sites as they die, so I’ll drift
away as their momentum fades away. Alas, this isn’t a post about FB itself, anyway. No, the thing on
my mind is a little, niggling aspect of the site that has started to make me despise the experience.

     The ads on Facebook are structured in a targeted fashion based on personal preferences. The
administrators at FB know what you’re doing and what you like to take part in and target you. This
isn’t paranoia on my part, but an actual phenomenon. I first started reading about the practice last
year in a really funny, pointed article by Rachel Beckman in the Washington Post (Post, 9/3/08,
Facebook Ads Target You Where It Hurts). In the piece, Beckman writes about responding to FB’s
insulting ad pattern through the advertising response feedback system the site employs. Later she
found  out that the site was so keyed in on her “psychological soft spots,” that  the ads only became
more personal as she responded to them. I enjoyed the article, but very rarely over the last year did I
consider what Beckman was getting at. I didn’t fight the ads, let alone respond to them. Minor
annoyance, harmless little nuggets of joy being implanted in my brain. After a solid year, I really get
the writer’s point and am starting to rail against the obnoxious nature of the ads.

    The whole thing started with sexually offensive ads. No matter what my persuasion, I don’t want to
be sold lifestyle products based on which way the FB programmers think I swing. In the advertising
user interface I listed my reason for dissing the ad as the following: Other. Not Gay, But Thanks For
Thinking Of Me. So, the FB weasels stopped posting Out magazine advertisements on my profile.
One down. Then the Mafia Wars material started showing up in earnest. I have no desire to sign up
for Mafia Wars, or any other lame-o application where I have to tag a bunch of people who I care
about and gun them down. I play Grand Theft Auto as it should be played: by myself without plugging
up a bunch of feeds with how many kittens I killed as part of my mob initiation. After a week of
choosing “repetitive” from the feedback panel, FB has finally stopped posting so many Mafia Knob
Polisher ads on my profile. Oh, wait, I post a Spatula update in the left corner text box each day.
There it is, a thousand WordPress related ads. Gosh, I should sign up for a WordPress blog,
because those advertisements are super. Which brings us to today. FB knows I’m poor as hell and
the administrators have figured out that I like women. So, I’m enjoying the newly targeted ad for debt
relief schemes aimed at fathers. The photo is priceless and I took the liberty of reprinting it here. I’m
a poor dad with lots of debt, so I need a smokin’ hot pregnant model to entice me to seek help. I
can’t wait to see what’s next, although I plan to post the most absurd items possible in order to
control the ads myself. Onward and upward.
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